
The world is changing fast, and Joris Daniel is changing with it. In the past year, the composer and VR buff 
plunged into the future of music by learning to design 360-degree visual and audio experiences. For “Give It 
All” - his first release under his own name - he is simultaneously releasing a VR music video on Oculus as well as 
a 360 version on Youtube on May 19th. Originally hailing from the Netherlands, Joris has been living in Los 
Angeles with an artist visa, primarily scoring video games for companies like Moonwalk Audio and drumming for 
6-piece group “EMAEL” as well. But lately he’s been most thrilled about kicking off his electro solo project, with 
many other songs and music videos in the works.  

“I have the most fun collaborating with people,” Joris says. “This music is a cross-continental collaboration.” 
Joris calls on Dutch, American and South American friends to lend their musical voices on drums, guitar and 
vocals. He also got very inspired to make a visual for this song. Joris began working on the 3-D deep fantasy 
spaceman-themed music video in August of last year. “The track has a very forward motion to it, and I wanted 
to reflect that in the video. We’re traveling through different dimensions as the track changes vibes.” 

There aren’t a lot of other VR music videos out there yet, especially by indie artists, so Joris felt like he could be 
as unique as possible in creating the experience. “I wanted to make something that I would want to look at,” he 
says. The result is a deeply immersive form of presenting music both spatially and sonically. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WHTWuK_kTR4&feature=youtu.be
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https://www.canva.com/design/DAEajKCqT2A/ONYD3NCyZMC0LLJ3Qere9g/view?website#2:give-it-all-is-the-debut-single-and-part-of-a-larger-upcoming-vr-album-coming-in-2021.-having-worked-in-the-game-industry-as-a-video-game-music-composer-for-most-of-his-career-joris-s-videogame-roots-are-clearly-showing-in-his-own-music-glitchy-electronic-funky-grooves-coupled-with-nostalgic-synthesizer-sounds-inspired-by-acoustic-acts-such-as-vulfpeck-knower-anderson-paak-as-well-as-electronic-acts-like-oliver-and-floating-points.-the-music-was-produced-with-spatial-audio-in-mind-certain-elements-will-be-binaural-meaning-that-they-will-surround-you-in-360-degrees-when-wearing-stereo-headphones.-give-it-all-will-be-released-with-a-360-vr-music-video-that-takes-you-on-an-interdimensional-retrofuturistic-journey.-this-video-was-conceptualized-and-created-by-joris-himself-with-help-of-matt-collaco-of-collasoul-media.-when-watching-the-music-video-the-music-will-sound-different-depending-on-which-direction-you-re-facing-tapping-into-the-vast-potential-of-head-tracking-spatial-audio.
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